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About This Game

Blood of Magic is a small open world role-playing game with turn-based battles. Other elements include crafting, town
management, recruitment, and exploration which help improve your experience in Auguston.

Welcome to a world of magic, where people and creatures can receive magical capabilities with the infusement of magic energy
from rare magical crystals. The most known crystal is the Arcane Crystal which is controlled by the Obrodian Empire, an
empire of man. The spoils of war from The Great Elven War over 200 years ago. Ever since the possession of the Arcane

Crystal, the Obrodians formed a special order to decide who would be infused by the arcane energies. These individuals had to
pass extreme tests both mentally and physically in order to graduate. They would later be known as Arcanists. These arcanist are

expert spellswords, with both combat and magic prowess. Although, they have no political power during peacetime, they are
given full jurisdiction in certain areas when deployed during war, typically to hold forts, lead armies, or operate intelligence

operations.

Our story begins when war has broken out between the northern kingdom of man known as Vuista. The Vuista were originally
ascendants of the Obrodians, however a civil war broke out over 100 years ago over the use of the arcane crystal. Although, the
Vuista were unable to obtain the arcane crystal for themselves, they were able to separate from the southern region and maintain
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independence against the Obrodians. Recently, the Vuista have uncovered a new magic crystal known as the “Occult Crystal”.
The occult crystal allowed extremely easier blood infusions as a host would only need a small trace of the energy to harness it’s

energy because the energy itself fed on blood to grow exponentially. This allowed any user to use raw magical power without the
need for long training and discipline. However, because the occult energy fed on blood, it would continue to feed until the user
was drained from one’s own blood. This caused the user’s flesh to deteriorate until there was nothing left leaving them a soulless

husk. The Vuista used this to their advantage and infused the blood of ordinary foot soldier sending them to the frontlines
against the Obrodians. The Obrodians army was much stronger and organized than the Vuista, but the charge of so many magic

users took its toll on the Obrodians when the Vuista finally broke into Obrodian territory just a little over a year ago. The
arcanist program was accelerated and students were sent into action before graduation. The top students were sent to the more

important locations while the possible graduates were sent on patrol missions or small garrisons.

You are one of these students. You are sent away from the frontlines and more towards the south to a small mining town of
Auguston. An arcanist student was sent there 6 months ago to maintain a steady shipment of iron for the war efforts and to stop
any troll incursions to the west from what’s known as “Monster Mountain” where tribes of monsters make regular raids against

Obrodian settlements. However, ore shipment has stopped 3 months ago and any attempt for communication has failed. You are
given full jurisdiction of Auguston, tasked with the investigation and reinstatement of Auguston’s ore shipments.

Build new buildings which offer new followers, resources, and crafting recipes. Upgrade existing buildings to gain
enhanced versions.

Recruit citizens and travelers to help you fight in battle. Discover unique followers and gain their loyalty.

Find and harvest materials to craft battle essentials.

Fight various people and creatures during your adventure. Discover new passages and entrances.

Stayed tuned regularly as we will be implementing new updates regularly, including new features not yet mentioned.

Thank you for taking the time to view our Early Access Game and we appreciate your business and feedback. The project’s
success relies on the involvement of the community and we hope you like the direction we are headed in with Blood of Magic.

Made By stoneworks Games
Stone Aged Gaming-
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Title: Blood of Magic
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
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Stoneworks Games
Publisher:
Stoneworks Games
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Minimum:

OS: 7 (64-Bit Only)

Processor: Intel Core Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI HD5450

DirectX: Version 11
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So I found Red Haze through Close Your Eyes, another game made by AestheticGamer. And lemme just say, his work is
fantastic. Maybe not in art, but the stories he creates and how the characters are written really make you attached. One thing that
I really love is that this isn't like mainstream horror games AT ALL. It doesn't follow the standard tropes that a lot of horror
games have. It's different, there's so many hidden secrets, endings, and chance events that make you wanna play it over and over
again.
However, if I have anything constructive to say about the game is that it's harder to get into right away. Many people might not
like the story right away because it leaves a lot to interpritation and questions. Plus some of the monsters are difficult to deal
with, and can be rage inducing. But I think outside of that (and of course a couple little bugs here and there) that this game is
really worth buying. And it's not even finished! There's still more endings to be added and it's exciting.. An awesome conclusion
of an awesome trilogy!. COOL GAME TO PLAY
. Survives Hell.

Runs into a panda and dies.

10\/10. It's very cute and relaxing game, but crashes every 20-30 minutes on Win 7. Hope it gets fixed, so I can get more more
that "lvl 5" :). Been a fan of Hex Empire for years and this game was worth every penny. Keep up the good work!
Easy too pick up and play Strategy game.. It's short but sweet and a great game for people who wanna get into horror games or
experienced horror veterans who want a more chill experince. Although, I'd recommend you buy it on sale, as it's a very very
short game. It didn't even take me 8 hours to get all the achievements and max out the badge. Still great though. There was a
Decay game before this one but they're not connected at all, only by the gameplay (both being P&C games) and developers.

Also, Shining Gate please bring the original Decay to Steam. Thank you. :). The Enchanted Cave 2: Best in Genre

The Enchanted Cave 2 takes the rogue survival with retained special items concept and turns it into a masterpiece. I have
thoroughly enjoyed each of the installations of this game by this developer and would love to see an Enchanted Cave 3 with
another 100 levels, although I am very much looking forward to upcoming Mega-Update.

Graphics: 10/10 (love the simple pixel graphics style; randomized map generation and hidden rooms)
Music: 10/10 (musics fits perfectly)
Cinematics: 10/10 (attack and movement animations are natural and story is clear and interesting)
Story: 10/10 (love how you discover clues to the mystery as you go deeper)
Content: 10/10 (great variety of loot with great stats, enchanting, and skill trees)
Controls: 10/10 (can't get much better than this; even includes auto-navigation to exit)
Gameplay: 10/10 (not much lacking in this game)

Negatives: Too short - completed every achievement, got >100% instakill for mobs and max dodge set for bosses all in less than
36 hours. I still go back to replay it occasionally, but more levels with more difficulty (no instakill) and better progression after
each rebirthing would be great.

Fantastic game that I would love to see more of.

Overall: 10/10. Hopefully there is no spoiler in my review.

The game process itself is quite boring, especially when you have played it for more than 4 hours and is still looking for the
right ingredient for your daughter's soul and collecting different creature. In my opinion, the most interesting part of this game
is the text, the letters that your creation write to Frost and the description when Frost kill them. The creations are showing their
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one-way love to Frost and assuming Frost loves them, too. But the killing description shows that Frost don't even care about
them, but just act as he loves them or even not doing so. (Some letter shows that Frost ignore their feelings.) Those creatures,
from the beginning of their lives, is a tragedy till their end.
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whenever I try to shoot it moves to that square.. It's a great casual game to play with children. I was playing the whole game with
3yo daughter. Finding stars and puzzle pieces is her favorite part of gameplay. Huge thanks to developers. :). She Remembered
Caterpillars is a great little logic puzzler. The art style is very cool and there's some profound, abstract text, but what sold me on
it was the great puzzle design that slowly grew more and more complicated, but never completely unmanageable. The game is
very good at letting you work things out for yourself—there's very few obvious tutorial levels beating you over the head with
each new mechanic, which I like. I like when puzzle games assume I'm smart.

Interestingly, unlike most puzzles I found the difficulty peaked halfway through, rather than at the end, so if you're partway
through and the color mixing is boggling your mind, don't give up! I believe in you.. lit af pack. I literally had to enable Steam
integration so I had enough "time played" to leave this review, thats how much I love this product.

Honestly buying the donation was less of a hassle but I'm really irritated with all the "I couldn't figure out how to record!" bad
reviews I needed to balance them out, plus it's a good product.

Really short ACTUAL review, ShareX is a fantastic, highly customizable screenshotting tool that also allows you to record short
clips like gifs or webms, and is entirely free with tons of options for uploading them. It even lets you upload to puush if for
some reason you're obsessed with hosting images\/files there!

Use this software it's very good and has no negatives I can even think of.. Yeah... No! I mean, if it would be controllable this
could be a nice "i have 5 mins to play" game for sure.
But this, with the really limited content, and the instanty superhard difficulty, i dont see any reason to suggest this to anyone..
Release the 10 v 10 maps for singleplayer. As an Arma\/Project Reality player small maps are extremely boring to play.
Gigantic maps make me happy. Also, I'm very disappointed this game turned down realism for balanced gameplay. The balance
comes in numbers, not limiting what units are capable of doing in real life. Please give us at least 1 realistic wargame Eugen.
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